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2.  Drill through the pre-drilled holes at the  top 
     and bottom of the side panel.  Repeat for the 
     back panel.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Secure the bottom panel to the side 
     panel using two F screws.  

     

  
    Repeat for the top panel.
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4.  Repeat to secure the top and bottom panels to the 
     back panel. 
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5.  Place the backplate and hinge plate 
     together as shown aligning the pre-
     drilled holes.
     

 

 

6.  With the medium wall chisel end there are two options
     for fixing the shelves:

     Medium Wall:
     Option A.  One Shelf 
     Drill through the side and back panel at position A shown.  
     Secure using four F screws.
     Option B.  Two Shelves
     Drill through the side and back panel at position B shown.  
     Repeat for the second shelf.  Secure using four F screws 
     for each shelf.

     High Wall:
     Option B Only.  Two Shelves
     Drill through the side and back panel at position B shown.  
     Repeat for the second shelf.  Secure using four F screws 
     for each shelf.
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7.  The -45o angled hinge mechanism to attach
     the door to the cabinet

Vertical
Adjustment
Arrow points

to front

     Fit the hinge plate into the pre-marked holes 
     on the back panel, ensuring the arrow on
     the hinge is facing the front of the cabinet
     and secure using two H screws.  Repeat for 
     the remaining hinge plate.
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WALL CHISEL END UNIT 

1.  Secure the side (longer) panel to the back (shorter) panel 
     using three F screws as shown.

PLEASE NOTE:  The following instructions show a medium 
wall chisel end.  The same applies to assemble a high wall 
chisel end,  except there is only one option for the shelves.
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Countersunk Screw
6 x 5/8" 4
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F Black Chipboard
Screw 8 x 45mm

J Countersunk Screw
6 x 1/2” 4
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